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FROM THE CEO
For 35 years, we have had the privilege of providing the
coverages you rely on to protect your employees and
organizations. We acknowledged this milestone
anniversary at our 2021 Annual Meeting, recalling how
much the NDIRF has changed from when we first opened
our doors.
Today, we have 22 employees who represent six different
departments, and we use enhanced technologies to
streamline renewal processes, assess claims, provide
training, and improve your online interactions with us.

We also actively pursue new opportunities to enhance
your entity’s access to industry-leading coverages, which
has led to us administering the North Dakota State Fire and
Tornado Fund (NDFT) and helping to create NDPHIT, a separate organization operated by the South East
Education Cooperative and governed by NDPHIT member-elected Trustees, to provide health coverage for
North Dakota political subdivisions. Learn more about NDPHIT on p. 10.
Though we have experienced changes with each new employee hired, technology implemented, or
coverage added or enhanced, our commitment to providing you with coverages, rates, and service unlike
anywhere else has always, and will always, remain the same.
If you were unable to make it to our 2021 Annual Meeting, at which we reviewed our 2020 performance, I
encourage you to check out our 2020 Annual Report which is available at www.NDIRF.com>Financials.

Sincerely,

Brennan Quintus
CEO
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IT IS GOLF SEASON
IN NORTH DAKOTA,
BEWARE OF ERRANT SHOTS

Credit: Jim Gallop

Provided by Brian D. Schmidt, Attorney at Law and partner at Smith Porsburg
Schweigert, Armstrong, Moldenhauer & Smith
North Dakota leads the nation in most golf course per capita. Many of North Dakota’s golf courses are publicly
owned. A common question arises about liability for damages caused by errant golf shots. This issue has been
litigated across the country with varying outcomes.
Courts have noted that while the object of golf is to hit the ball towards the hole, “the possibility that the ball will fly
off in another direction is a risk inherent in the game.” Many courts have relieved golf courses of liability for injuries
to other golfers caused by errant shots provided the course did not create an unreasonable risk of harm. However,
different results have been found with respect to errant golf shots proven to damage non-golfers. A golf course has
a “duty to exercise reasonable care in the maintenance and use of its property to prevent foreseeable injury that
might occur on adjoining property by failing to take precautions in design and location, in the form of play, or in the
erection of protective devices as a safeguard against injury to the plaintiffs' property.” Put simply, golf courses are
not immune from liability for all errant shots.
The North Dakota Supreme Court addressed this issue in Kirchoffner v. Quam, 264 N.W.2d 203 (N.D. 1978). In
Quam, the Maple River flowed through the Maple River Golf Course and was an intended hazard built into the
course. The Course knew boaters traveled the river and warned boaters not to recover lost golf balls. Nonetheless,
a boater, who knew he was near the Course, tied up his boat and lingered near the fifth hole. During this time, a
golfer - who had a habitual slice - aimed his shot toward the left edge of the fairway about 60 feet from the boater’s
location. Instead of the shot veering right as expected, it went left and struck the boater in the eye.
The boater sued the golfer and the Course. A jury found the golfer was not negligent and free of fault, but
appropriated 70% fault to the Course and 30% fault to the boater for his damages. The Course appealed and the
Supreme Court held “[t]he jury had the right to determine that warnings should have been given, by signs or
otherwise, to boaters…The jury could have determined that the warning not to search in the river for golf[ ]balls was
insufficient, and that the warning should have included notice of the danger from flying balls.” As a result, even
though the golfer was cleared of wrongdoing, the Course was liable for 70% of the boater’s damages because it did
not implement adequate safety measures to protect non-golfers from a known danger.
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In short, a golf course can be liable for damages caused by errant shots even if the golfer is not. Since every golf
course is different, various factors will impact the necessary safety measures that courses must take to satisfy their
legal duty and escape liability. Every case is different; however, if you are concerned about the safety of your public
golf course, it is prudent to consult an attorney in an effort to protect your political subdivision from liability.
https://www.ndtourism.com/articles/championship-and-unique-golf-courses-north-dakota (June 29, 2021) 2Krych v. Bredenberg, 98 N.Y.S.3d 772, 773 (App.
Div. 2019) 3See Sanchez v. Candia Woods Golf Links, 13 A.3d 268 (N.H. 2010); see also Hornstein v. State of New York, 259 N.Y.S.2d 902 (Ct. Cl. 1965);
American Golf Corp. v. Superior Court, 93 Cal. Rptr. 2d 683, 689 (Ct. App. 2000) 4See Fenton v. Quaboag Country Club, Inc., 233 N.E.2d 216 (Mass. 1968);
Gellman v. Seawane Golf & Country Club, Inc. 805 N.Y.S. 2d 411 (App. Div. 2005). 5Behar v. Quaker Ridge Golf Club, Inc., 988 N.Y.S.2d 633, 635 (App. Div.
2014)
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COVERAGE TERMS DEFINED: SUBROGATION
The following information was provided by our Assistant Director of Claims Keith Pic, CPCU, CIC.
Subrogation is when an insurance provider contacts an at-fault party or the party’s insurance provider to collect
payment for damages incurred because of a claim. At the NDIRF, subrogation occurs on nearly any claim type for
which we provided coverage.
NDIRF members who submit claims are reimbursed only if claims are covered per our coverage documents. If
another person or party is responsible for the damages reported within the claim, we perform subrogation on
behalf of our members by reaching out to the at-fault party or the party’s insurance provider. If NDIRF is
successful in subrogation, the member’s deductible is reimbursed on a pro-rata basis.
To help ensure our success in subrogation, it is critical you collect contact and insurance
provider information from the other person or party involved in a claim regardless of who
may appear to be at fault. Collected information should be provided to your NDIRF
claims adjuster so we can initiate subrogation as early as possible.
If you have any questions regarding subrogation, please reach out to our Assistant
Director of Claims Keith Pic at Keith.Pic@ndirf.com.
Credit: srip

HR COLLABORATIVE HOSTS
SIX-SESSION VIRTUAL SERIES
Join the HR Collaborative for its three remaining virtual sessions in its highly popular Hot Topics summer series:
• Race, Gender, and Disability Discrimination Challenges of 2021, Aug. 12
• Keep it Legal Panel Discussion, Aug. 26

Cost is $50 for the entire series. If you are unable to attend any session(s), video recording links will be emailed to
all registrants after the training sessions. Register now at www.HRNDGOV.org.

www.NDIRF..com
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CONGRATULATIONS, DAWN!
After over 29 years of serving NDIRF members, board members, and
employees, Administrative Technical Assistant Dawn Weigel celebrated her
retirement on Friday, May 28, 2021.
Considered a fixture of our organization, Weigel played a large role in issuing
NDIRF and ND State Fire and Tornado Fund (NDFT) coverage renewals and
maintaining coverage records and member profile information. She also
supported our CFO Nora Frueh and finance department by performing routine
invoicing and payment processing, and she leveraged her artistic interest and
talents to help build the foundation of the organization’s marketing and
communication efforts.
Reflecting on her time at the NDIRF, Weigel shared she enjoyed supporting
the organization’s members and providing them with service and developing
relationships with her coworkers.

Administrative Technical Assistant
Dawn Weigel

“The NDIRF is such a wonderful place to work,” shared Weigel. “I am thankful
for the opportunity I had to serve such critical entities in our state, and I am
thankful for the people who I got to work alongside as the NDIRF has grown
and evolved throughout the years.”
“I have enjoyed the sense of humor that some of my coworkers have and
working alongside Nancy [Reis, Administrative Services Manager] all these
years.”
Weigel and Reis have worked together since February 1992 when Weigel
joined the NDIRF; Reis had four years of experience under her belt by that
time, joining in July 1988.

From L-R: CEO Quintus, Weigel,
Administrative Services Manager Reis

“It has been great working with Dawn,” said Reis. “Dawn is one of those employees every organization wishes
they have. She is dependable, hard-working, and definitely a team player, helping out wherever she can to get the
job done in order to better serve our members.
“Dawn will definitely be missed,” she added.
Weigel is looking forward to spending more time travelling, including exploring North Dakota state park walking
trails, visiting Sedona and Jerome, AZ, with her daughter and daughter-in-law, taking an annual Myrtle Beach trip
with her best friends, and attending a Colts football game in Arizona over Christmas. When she’s not travelling,
her schedule will be filled with activities like painting, competing in her family pickleball league, and maybe golfing.
Weigel’s husband retired June 1, so the two will enjoy retirement together, but she’s not yet sure they’ll enjoy it
together on the links.
“My husband seems to think I need to start golfing, but we’ll see about that,” she joked.
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The NDIRF celebrated Weigel’s retirement on Friday, May 28, recognizing her nearly 30 years of service and
congratulating her on the beginning of her next chapter.
“Dawn has been an invaluable employee,” shared CEO Brennan Quintus. “In particular, as our operation has
become more and more complex, her role has become more and more complex, and she’s done a great job of
adapting to those changes while continuing to deliver services at a high level.”
“She’s been one of our employees who has really embraced the changes the NDIRF has made over the years, and
she has always stepped up and done a fantastic job,” he continued. “We wish her nothing but the best in her
retirement.”

WELCOME, KIM!
We recently added Kim Jacobson Dalbec to our team as an Administrative/
Finance Support Specialist. In this role, she performs various accounting
responsibilities and supports the organization’s records management and
coverage renewal processes.
Jacobson Dalbec is an experienced small business owner who brings a wealth
of professional skills to the NDIRF, including project management, customer
and vendor management, marketing, public relations, and graphic design.
She holds a bachelor’s degree in mass communications and a minor in
graphic design from Moorhead State University (Moorhead, MN).

Kim Jacobson Dalbec

MEET NEW BOARD MEMBER JACOBSON
At our Annual Meeting on May 19, 2021, we announced the election of Tyler
Jacobson to our Board of Directors. Jacobson will serve in the “Others”
category, replacing former Board Member Randy Bina who did not seek
reelection due to his impending retirement from the Bismarck Parks and
Recreation District.
Jacobson is the Director of the Valley City Park District (VCPD), which has
been his place of employment for the past 20 years. He has a bachelor’s
degree in Recreation and Leisure Services from the University of North Dakota
and holds a Certified Park and Recreation Professional (CPRP) designation.
Tyler Jacobson
He has extensive experience in partnering with us regarding claims and
training opportunities, and we recently assisted him in completing VCPD’s
property valuation for ND State Fire and Tornado Fund property coverage. VCPD is also a member of NDPHIT.

Jacobson’s vision for the NDIRF is to see us continue to grow and explore additional opportunities for our
members.

www.NDIRF..com
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NORTH DAKOTA

STATE FIRE AND TORNADO FUND
We administered a Membership Survey in 2018 in which we asked if there were additional coverages you would like
us to offer. The results clearly indicated you wanted us to pursue two additional coverage types, one of which was
property coverage.
The results must have made the ND Insurance Department’s ears ring because soon after we collected them, the
Department reached out to us regarding our interest in administering the North Dakota State Fire and Tornado
Fund (NDFT) which provides property coverage for state and local government entities. Keeping your feedback in
mind, we came to an agreement with the Department in June 2019.
Over the past two years of administering the NDFT, we have worked hard to provide you with the same level of
service you receive when you interact with us regarding liability, auto, and public assets coverages. This year marks
the half-way point of our three-year transition plan in which our goal is to target immediate changes to improve the
strength and stability of the Fund, including valuations, coverage issues, and ratings.
We hosted webinars in September 2020 to discuss the effects of these changes, featuring experts from our
underwriting, loss control, claims, and finance departments. Here’s what each expert shared:

UNDERWRITING

Director of Underwriting Jeff Tescher shared the NDFT provides property coverage to over 1,160 (now over 1,180)
state and local government entities and protects over $15.8 billion (now over $17 billion) of total insured value for
our state. The Underwriting Department is responsible for issuing renewals, processing endorsements, and
enhancing the Fund’s administration and coverages. Tescher emphasized members and agents should routinely
review their policies because our employees continue to discover underinsured or missing buildings from
coverages. He also explained the importance of equipment breakdown coverage, which provides coverage in the
event an unexpected mechanical or electrical breakdown occurs. Currently, only 34 percent of entities covered
under the NDFT have equipment breakdown coverage, and he encourages all entities to add this type of coverage
which is available at a nominal cost. Lastly, Tescher introduced Special Funds Underwriter Rebekah Wallen who is
a primary contact for the NDFT, serving as a resource for information and assistance. Be sure you add Wallen’s
email address (Rebekah.Wallen@ndirf.com) to your inbox.
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LOSS CONTROL

Director of Member Services Corey Olson reiterated Tescher’s comment regarding the NDIRF’s continued
discovery of underinsured and missing buildings from coverages, as well as unreported building enhancements
(additions, remodels, etc.), which could result in properties not having adequate coverage in the event of a loss. He
informed attendees about the Property Valuation Guide which can assist entities in updating their property values.
This guide is available by request. Additionally, he shared members of his department are available to perform onsite surveys to help entities value their properties and ensure all buildings are covered. Lastly, Olson emphasized
the importance of communication from entities and/or their agents of record regarding building and outdoor
property covered under the NDFT, including information about new structures and enhancements.

CLAIMS

Assistant Director of Claims Keith Pic shared promptly responding to a loss to eliminate further damage is an
important first step in the claims process, and the second is reporting the loss. Our experienced adjusters and inhouse claims team partners with entities and agents throughout the claims handling process, from initial coverage
verification to payment. Resources are available online that can walk government entities or their agents of record
through the claim reporting process. These resources are available at www.NDIRF.com>Claims>Reporting a Claim.

STATEMENTS

CFO Nora Frueh informed attendees NDFT statements are mailed the first business day of the month and should be
paid in full by the end of the month. Premiums owed by NDFT members should be paid directly to your
agency within 60 days from the date of renewal pursuant to N.D.C.C. § 26.1-22-15. Agent payments can be sent
to: ND Insurance Reserve Fund, Re: Property Remittance, P.O. Box 2258, Bismarck, ND, 58502-2258.
Contact Marketing and Communications Manager Joanna Drennen at (701) 751-9127 or
Joanna.Drennen@ndirf.com if you’re interested in viewing a recording of the one-hour webinar.

THE IMPORTANCE OF REINSURANCE
Reinsurance is coverage the NDFT purchases to protect the Fund in the event of catastrophic loss. An example of
a catastrophic loss would be statewide property damage due to inclement weather, resulting in a high volume of
claims to replace or repair property. Currently, reinsurance provides coverage for the Fund when the total dollar
amount of claims in any one occurrence exceeds $2 million.
Reinsurance is a critical component for any coverage provider, but especially for funds like the NDFT, because it
provides protection for the Fund’s surplus and reduces volatility if a catastrophic loss occurs.

THE CURRENT STATE OF REINSURANCE
Due to catastrophic weather-related events throughout the United States, reinsurance costs have increased
dramatically over the past few years. For example, the NDFT will pay over $1.5 million more for reinsurance in
2022 as compared to 2018 and will retain $1 million more in risk.
In order to maintain the strength and stability of the NDFT, we must continue to purchase adequate reinsurance.
We will continue to evaluate the NDFT reinsurance program to ensure the NDFT purchases the best available
coverage at the lowest possible rate.

www.NDIRF..com
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THINKING ABOUT JOINING NDPHIT?
N OW 'S TH E TI ME TO OB TAI N E S TI MAT E S
The NDIRF is proud to share 32 political
subdivisions, for a total of 2,612 members, obtained
health coverage through the North Dakota Public
Health Insurance Trust (NDPHIT) beginning January
1, 2021. These initial participants experienced zero
percent rate increases, nearly identical plan designs
(deductibles, co-pays, co-insurance), and gained
access to several important plan enhancements –
like preventive care services – with no cost sharing
to participants.
If you are interested in participating in NDPHIT,
contact Jon Heath at Hays Companies today to
obtain quotes and information for the plan year
beginning January 1, 2022. Jon can be contacted at
jheath@hayscompanies.com or (801) 505-6506. By
reaching out now, you are helping to ensure the
Trust’s administrators have sufficient time to meet
with individual group representatives to collect and
provide necessary information for underwriting.
There are no firm commitments needed to
participate in the Trust until the August/September
timeframe.
Additional NDPHIT key achievements from the past
year included:
•

Trust paperwork has been filed with the state,
North Dakota Insurance Department, and
participating Trust partners and vendors.

•

The Board of Trustees was formed.

•

The Trust solidified a competitive suite of
ancillary/voluntary benefit offerings provided
through Trust partnership with MetLife, including
dental, vision, accident, short-term disability,
critical illness, hospital indemnity, supplemental
life, AD&D and legal plans.
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•

A partnership was formed with Discovery
Benefits/WEX to offer COBRA services
(provided at no cost to Trust members), flexible
spending account, and health savings account
administration options at contracted rates with
the Trust.

•

The Trust adopted a comprehensive wellness
program for all employers with employee
incentives which allows all participating member
groups to qualify for a one percent premium
discount.

•

Over 50 ND school districts are working through
the process to begin participation in the Trust on
October 1, 2021.

ABOUT NDPHIT

NDPHIT’s primary function is to provide North
Dakota local governments with an opportunity to
join together to create group health insurance and
employee benefit program administrative cost
stability and efficiency within the scope of a
Voluntary Employee Beneficiary Association (VEBA)
trust. Overall, NDPHIT will provide ND local
governments with more control over their health
insurance and other employee benefit programs.
More control will, over time, provide local
governments with better coverage, better service,
and lower rates. Visit NDIRF.com/ Blog to learn
more!

DDC COURSES NOW
OFFERED ONLINE
Defensive Driving Courses (DDC) are now available online
through our partnership with the National Safety Council. Similar
to our in-person course, these online courses meet the
requirements of various regulatory agencies; assist with
personal insurance rate reductions, where available; meet the
requirements to reduce driver’s license points; and help reduce
auto collision/crash frequency and/or severity.
Contact NDIRF Director of Member Services Corey Olson at
(701) 751-9107 or Corey.Olson@ndirf.com for details.

FINANCIAL INSIGHTS

As of June 30, 2021, the NDIRF remains in a strong financial position with assets over $53 million and member
equity over $26 million. Total liabilities are just over $27 million, which is nearly identical to this time last year.
Our losses incurred as of June 30, 2021, were $5,847,515, which is higher than losses incurred by this time last
year; however, last year’s loss levels were the among the lowest we have ever experienced due to COVID-19.
Losses this year have been largely due to January building fires and subsequent property damage as well as an
early June hail storm.
Overall, we remain in strong financial position as we look toward the remaining half of the year.
For more financial information, visit www.NDIRF.com>NDIRF Info>Financials.

www.NDIRF..com
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PLAYGROUND SAFETY

NEW STANDARD AND GUIDANCE FOR MANAGING RISK

Credit: Bismarck Parks and Recreation District

Originally published in the May/June 2021 issue of Public Risk distributed by the Public
Risk Management Association (PRIMA). This article was written by Heather Olsen, Ed. D.
As more community members are turning to neighboring public outdoor spaces for active recreations, being
aware of playground standards and having a plan to address playground hazards is important. If you ask 20 risk
managers why children get injured on the playground, you may get 20 different responses. Each person may
have a story about how someone they know got injured. While these anecdotes are interesting, they provide no
guidelines in making the play environment safe for all children. What do risk managers need to know about
playground safety?
Each year in the United States, over 200,000 children go to hospital emergency rooms with injuries associated
with playground equipment. According to the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission most injuries occur
when a child falls from the equipment to the ground. Each year, 21,000 children are treated for traumatic brain
injuries (TBIs) which occurred at playgrounds (Cheng, et al. 2016). Upper extremity and head injuries are a
concern as fractures account for approximately half of medically treated injuries and head injuries account for
approximately one third of all injuries (Adelson et al. 2018; Tuckel et al. 2017).
Children deserve to have safe public spaces to play. Playground safety includes being sure the equipment does
not have entrapments or extreme wear of metal components. The playground surfacing material should be
checked to make sure it can protect a child’s fall. Many communities across the U.S. are expected to have an
increase in the number of hot days, amplifying heat extremes. PSC warns consumers to be aware of the risk of
thermal burns from playground equipment (CPSC, 2016) as they present some of the highest surface
temperatures in urban communities (Vanos, et. al, 2016) and they often lack shade (Olsen, et. al, 2019). Such
information on playground hazards has led ASTM International and Canadian Playground Standards (CSA) to
update playground standards.

ABOUT THE STANDARDS

ASTM International and CSA have made enormous commitment to playground safety. ASTM International
developed a technical standard in 1991 to test the safety of surfacing material under and around playground
equipment. This standard was to test the impact attenuation performance of playground surface material which
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testing occurred in a controlled laboratory setting. A new standard in 2020 was developed on procedures for
testing surfacing materials at playground locations.
ASTM International also has a technical standard for manufacturers to use when developing public-use
playground equipment. Standard F1487 was first published in 1993 which sets forth the safety requirements for
playground equipment. A summary of ASTM International playground standards listed by a common name and
standard number, followed by its purpose.

•

Playground Equipment (F1487) – To provide a standard for manufacturers of playground equipment used at
child care centers, schools, and parks, ages 2–5 and 5–12.

•

Testing surfacing in the laboratory setting (F1292) – To provide a standard for checking the impact
attenuation of surfacing materials within a laboratory setting.

•

Wood fifib
ber (F2075) – Describes the specific means of evaluating engineered wood fiber in relation to
particular size, consistency, purity, and drainage ability.

•

ADA compliance (F1951) – To test whether surfacing allows wheeled components and children with crutches
or canes to get to playgrounds.

•

Testing playground surfacing at the playground location (F3313) – To test playground surfaces impact
attenuation within use zones of installed playgrounds.

The Consumer Product Safety Commission developed two playground safety guidelines in 1981 for the consumer
public and the playground industry. Today, CPSC has a Public Playground Safety Handbook freely available
which presents safety information for public playgrounds to promote greater safety among those who purchase,
install, and maintain public playgrounds. To access the handbook, http://www.cpsc.gov/s3fs-public/325.pdf.
The Standards Council of Canada in 2016 launched the Standards to Support Resilience in Infrastructure
Program to integrate climate adaption considerations into buildings and infrastructure standards. This project
aimed to generate guidance on designing thermally comfortable playgrounds for all season of play. The CAN/CSA
Z614 Children’s playground equipment and surfacing is the first standard to integrate ideas for addressing
hazardous thermal conditions at playgrounds. A technical report was also produced to advance knowledge on
thermally safe playgrounds and raise awareness about hazardous thermal conditions at playgrounds, https://
www.scc.ca/ en/about-scc/publications/general/thermallycomfortable- playgrounds.

THE ACTION PLAN

Standards are important, but dissemination and education on standards is needed to put them into practice. The
National Program for Playground Safety works to raise awareness about playground safety. We have identified
four goals for playground safety through our S.A.F.E.™ injury prevention framework.

GOAL #1: PROVIDE PROPER SUPERVISION OF CHILDREN ON PLAY AREAS

Supervision in outdoor play areas requires adult supervisors who are alert, are aware, know safe playground
rules, and intervene when inappropriate behaviors occur. Risk managers play a vital role in the advocacy of
playground safety as they manage the playgrounds. While risk managers may not be physically supervising the
students, they can encourage supervision signage, assist in design decisions to allow for ease of supervision, and
offer playground safety training to supervisors and students.

www.NDIRF..com
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Supervision in outdoor play areas requires adult
supervisors who are alert, are aware, know safe playground
rules, and intervene when inappropriate behaviors occur.
Risk managers play a vital role in the advocacy of
playground safety as they manage the playgrounds. While
risk managers may not be physically supervising the
students, they can encourage supervision signage, assist in
design decisions to allow for ease of supervision, and offer
playground safety training to supervisors and students.

GOAL #2: DESIGN AND MAINTAIN APPROPRIATE ENVIRONMENTS

The second crucial risk factor on playgrounds is the appropriateness of the environment. Children who play on
equipment that is not appropriate for their size, strength, and decision-making abilities may be exposed to
potential injury. The Consumer Product Safety Commission has examples of different types of equipment for ages
6–23 months, ages 2–5, and ages 5–12 (CPSC, 2010). Schools who serve multiple grade levels may want to
separate grade levels, equipment, and open areas (e.g. grades Pre-K; grades 1–3; and grades 4-6) as older
children have greater strength than five-year olds.
Appropriate environment includes accessibility and environmental conditions. Considerations should be given to
providing accessible play equipment selection and pathways to ensure all children have opportunities to play on
the playground. The 2010 Americans with Disabilities standards requires that all playgrounds be designed and
constructed in such a manner that equipment is readily accessible and usable by individuals with disabilities
(DOJ, 2010). Modern playground materials, along with extreme hot temperature peak periods, can expose
children to unsafe circumstances (Hyndman, 2017). The type of playground surfacing materials under playground
equipment influences the play environment’s temperature. Playground surfaces which are not protected from the
sun retain large amounts of heat thus suggestions for design changes on modern playgrounds are needed to
increase active play (Kennedy, et al., 2019).

GOAL #3: PROVIDE PROPER FALL SURFACING UNDER AND AROUND PLAYGROUNDS

The third risk factor involves the playground surfacing material. Falls to the surface are cited as the leading cause
of playground injury (Hanway, 2016; Tuckel et al., 2017). Suitable surfacing under and around the playground
equipment is essential for protection. NPPS suggest paying particular attention to making sure the surfacing
material is maintained at the proper thickness proportionate to the height of the equipment. Public agencies were
cautioned about height of equipment in relation to the depth of materials and increase in fall injury (Chalmers et al.
1996. CPSC describes two types of surface materials: unitary and loose-fill materials. The most widely used test
method for evaluating the shock absorbing properties of a playground surface material is to test for impact
attenuation to determine whether the surfacing material will protect a child from a life threatening injury (CPSC,
2010).
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GOAL #4: PROVIDE PROPER EQUIPMENT AND SURFACE MAINTENANCE

The fourth playground risk factor is equipment and surface maintenance. The general layout, maintenance of
equipment and surfacing materials, and the application of safety checks, inspections, and procedures are
important steps to protect students from strangulation, contusions, lacerations hazards, and falls (CPSC, 2010).
There is no such thing as a maintenance-free material when it comes to the development of a play area. Without
good maintenance, wood will splinter, metal will rust, and plastic will crack. Equipment should be durable and
meet both the CPSC guidelines, ASTM F1487, and CSA Z614.
A proactive risk management plan and policy is encouraged to be developed to provide an umbrella of safety for
children. Community agencies and organizations should consider developing written policies for ongoing
maintenance, repair, planning for playground Supervision, Appropriate environments, Fall surfacing, and
Equipment maintenance. Prevention comes from awareness of playground safety. It is through awareness,
education, and training that action can be taken to avoid the risks associated with each of the playground safety
elements.
Heather Olsen, Ed.D., is a professor, Department of Health, Recreation, and Community Services, National
Program for Playground Safety, University of Northern Iowa.
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Conferment of Benefits checks were sent in April.
These checks represent the return of surplus funds to
you, our members, and our commitment to
responsibly stewardship of the Fund.

BE SURE TO CASH

CONFERMENT CHECKS

If you have yet to deposit your conferment check,
please do so at your earliest convenience. Checks
are void six months after their date of issuance. Per
our board policy, voided checks will not be reissued.
Contact CFO Nora Frueh at (701) 751-9106 if you
have any questions.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Board Meeting
Sept. 9. 2021
Bismarck, ND
NDIRF.com

NDLC Annual Conference
Sept. 16-18. 2021
Bismarck, ND
NDLC.org

NDACo Annual Conference
Oct. 3-5, 2021
Bismarck, ND
NDACO.org

www.NDIRF.com

NDSBA Annual Convention
Oct. 28-19, 2021
Bismarck, ND
NDSBA.org

